Transmission of radiation-induced acentric chromosomal fragments to micronuclei in normal human fibroblasts.
A simplifying assumption made when calculating the probability of a chromosomal aberration resulting in a micronucleus is that virtually all radiation-induced micronuclei result from acentric fragments. In the present study we used antibodies to chromosomal centromeres (kinetochores) to determine the frequency of centric versus acentric micronuclei in normal human fibroblasts exposed to 6 Gy of 60Co gamma rays while they were in density-inhibited growth. Up to 14% of the micronuclei induced by this exposure contained one or more kinetochores; i.e., they were not composed of acentric chromatin. By deleting kinetochore-positive micronuclei from the analysis, and by reconstructing micronucleus frequencies based on the fraction of cells that had divided following radiation exposure, a direct comparison between micronuclei and acentric chromosome fragments was made. On that basis, the probability of an acentric fragment becoming a visible micronucleus in either daughter cell of a dividing pair was estimated to be about 0.6. The distribution of acentric fragments among mitotic cells conformed to Poisson expectation, while the distribution of micronuclei among daughter cells was significantly overdispersed. The phenomenon of overdispersion is discussed in connection with proposed cellular processes that effect a nonrandom segregation of acentric fragments.